
• Stylish, retractable case with 
 capless design

• Colorful, high-capacity options

• LED activity light blinks when 
 it writes

• Plug and play design—easily transfer, 
 store, and share files

• Take data, photo, music, and video 
 files wherever you go

• Two-year limited warranty

Capacities:

Product Highlights:

Actual usable memory capacity may vary. 1GB equals 1 billion bytes.
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Convenient, Retractable USB Flash Drive 

Lexar offers a comprehensive line of high-performance USB flash drives 
designed with a wide variety of features, capacities, and capabilities. With 
so many options, it’s easy to find the right Lexar® JumpDrive® USB flash 
drive to fit your needs and lifestyle. 

Lexar JumpDrive Retrax is a high-capacity USB flash drive that provides a 
convenient solution for storing, transferring, and sharing multimedia and 
more. Lexar JumpDrive Retrax is available in 2GB, 4GB, 8GB, 16GB, and 
32GB capacities.

Stylish, High-Capacity Portable Storage

Colorful, High-Capacity Options. JumpDrive Retrax is available in a 
range of large capacities, each available in a different color, making it easy 
to choose the right one for all that you want to store–data, photo, music, 
video, and more. The drive has a capless design and a retractable case to 
protect the drive and its contents, providing an excellent combination of 
durability and convenience. 

Feature-Rich Plug-and-Play Design. The slim, retractable design of 
JumpDrive Retrax allows you to easily access a USB port, and the drive 
sports an LED activity light that blinks during file transfer, so you know 
when the job is done. It has a simple plug-and-play design that allows you 
to quickly and easily store files, so wherever you go, your information goes 
with you. JumpDrive Retrax also works across platforms, giving you 
flexibility and ease of use. 

Stylish Features for Your Life on the Go. Created to suit your lifestyle, 
JumpDrive Retrax makes a fashionable accessory and comes with a small 
attachment hole to string the drive and attach to a backpack, or hook to a 
purse or briefcase. With large storage capacities and stylish design, Lexar 
JumpDrive Retrax is an incredibly versatile and convenient portable 
storage solution.

Lexar. When Memory Matters.™

  2GB in White
  4GB in Red
  8GB in Blue
16GB in Gray
32GB in Black


